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Imaging of Primary Chondrosarcoma: Radiologic-Pathologic Correlation

LEARNING OBJECTIVES FOR TEST 6

After reading this article and taking the test, the reader will be able to:

- List the radiologic spectrum of primary chondrosarcoma.
- Describe the pathologic basis of the radiologic features of primary chondrosarcoma.
- Recognize the radiologic manifestations that may allow differentiation of the various types of primary chondrosarcoma.
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Chondrosarcoma is a malignant tumor that produces cartilage matrix, and lesions that arise de novo are called primary. Primary chondrosarcoma is the third most common primary malignant tumor of bone, constituting 20%-27% of all primary malignant osseous neoplasms. There are numerous types of primary chondrosarcomas, including conventional intramedullary, clear cell, juxtacortical, myxoid, mesenchymal, extraskeletal, and dedifferentiated. The conventional intramedullary chondrosarcoma is the most frequent type, and it most commonly involves the long bones or pelvis in up to 65% of cases. Although the pathologic appearance varies with specific lesion type, chondrosarcomas grow with lobular type architecture, and these hyaline cartilage nodules demonstrate high water content and peripheral enchondral ossification. Imaging features directly reflect this pathologic appearance, and the various subtypes often show distinctive features. Radiographic findings often suggest the diagnosis of chondrosarcoma because of identification of typical “ring-and-arc” chondroid matrix mineralization (representing the enchondral ossification) and aggressive features of deep endosteal scalloping and soft-tissue extension. These latter features are usually best assessed, as is lesion staging, with computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance (MR) imaging. CT is optimal to detect the matrix mineralization, particularly when it is subtle or when the lesion is located in anatomically complex areas. Both CT and MR imaging depict the high water content of these lesions as low attenuation and very high signal intensity with T2-weighting, respectively. Understanding and recognizing the spectrum of appearances of the various types of primary chondrosarcoma allow improved patient assessment and are vital for optimal clinical management including diagnosis, biopsy, staging, treatment, and prognosis.
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Introduction

Chondrosarcoma is a malignant tumor with cells that produce cartilage matrix. Chondrosarcomas that arise de novo are called primary chondrosarcomas. Conversely, chondrosarcomas superimposed on preexisting benign cartilaginous neoplasms such as enchondroma or osteochondroma are referred to as secondary chondrosarcomas. Chondrosarcomas are also categorized as central, peripheral, or juxtacortical (periosteal) lesions depending on their osseous location. Central chondrosarcomas are intramedullary in origin, although large tumors may erode the cortex and invade the surrounding soft tissue. Peripheral chondrosarcomas are subdivided into those secondary to a preexisting osteochondroma and those developing from the bone surface (juxtacortical).

Chondrosarcoma is the third most common primary malignant tumor of bone, exceeded in frequency only by multiple myeloma and osteosarcoma. Chondrosarcoma accounts for 3.5% of all primary bone tumors that lead to biopsy and 20%–27% of primary malignant osseous neoplasms (1–7).

Numerous categories (incorporating both location and histologic characteristics) of primary chondrosarcomas have been described, including conventional intramedullary, clear cell, juxtacortical, myxoid, mesenchymal, extraskeletal, and dedifferentiated. Radiographic findings often strongly suggest the diagnosis of chondrosarcoma by demonstrating a lesion with typical chondroid matrix mineralization (ring-and-arc pattern) and aggressive growth features. Additional imaging modalities including bone scintigraphy, computed tomography (CT), and magnetic resonance (MR) imaging are frequently employed to evaluate these neoplasms further and for purposes of staging and guiding surgical resection. In this article, the clinical characteristics, pathologic features, various radiologic appearances, and treatment and prognosis for the different types of primary chondrosarcoma are discussed and illustrated.

Pathologic Features

Conventional Intramedullary Chondrosarcoma

At gross pathologic evaluation, conventional intramedullary chondrosarcomas are large lesions, the majority being greater than 4 cm in size (1–7). In fact, in one study, 50% of chondrosarcomas were greater than 10 cm in size, occupying from 30% to more than 50% of the bone length (Fig 1) (8). These hyaline cartilage neoplasms typically grow with a lobular architecture (Figs 1, 2). This growth pattern frequently causes lobular, deep, endosteal scalloping that may result in focal areas of cortical penetration and associated soft-tissue extension. Nonmineralized regions have a translucent appearance, reflecting the high water content of hyaline cartilage, particularly in low-grade lesions. Areas with matrix mineralization (calcification) appear granular and gritty in consistency.

Figure 1. Photograph of a coronally sectioned gross specimen of a conventional intramedullary chondrosarcoma of the femur demonstrates a multilobulated lesion replacing a long extent of the marrow space (C). Two foci of deep endosteal scalloping (greater than two-thirds of the normal cortical thickness) with expanse remodeling of bone (arrows) are seen. A biopsy site is noted at the superolateral diaphysis (B).
Histologic examination reveals lobules of hyaline cartilage (Figs 1, 2). The areas of matrix mineralization associated with conventional intramedullary chondrosarcoma have a distinctive ring-and-arc–like pattern. This pattern reflects enchondral ossification around lobules of well-formed hyaline cartilage (Fig 2). Higher-grade chondrosarcomas have larger areas that are not calcified. The nonmineralized tissue in chondrosarcoma has high water content, varying histologically from mature hyaline cartilage to a more myxoid stroma. The single most important feature distinguishing conventional intramedullary chondrosarcoma from enchondroma is the relationship of the chondroid tissue to the surrounding bone (2,3). Entrapment and destruction of the surrounding trabecular bone is the hallmark of a chondrosarcoma and should be identified before conclusively making this diagnosis (Fig 3). Sections taken at the edge of conventional intramedullary chondrosarcoma best demonstrate cartilage invading the marrow between trabecular bone (1–5). Once this morphologic feature has been identified, the degree of cellularity is used to determine grading (see later discussion). Most of the host bone is resorbed, but partially replaced trabeculae may become completely surrounded by proliferating cartilage, remaining as islands of normal bone within the neoplasm. Invasion and resorption of the cortex, beginning with the endosteal surface, occur as the first step in extraosseous extension.

The broad microscopic spectrum seen with conventional intramedullary chondrosarcomas lends itself to histologic grading and correlates with the clinical behavior of these lesions and their ultimate prognosis. A three-grade system is commonly used, although some institutions employ a four-grade scheme. Grade 1 lesions (low grade) have chondrocytes with small dense nuclei, although some slightly enlarged nuclei (>8 μm) and a few multinucleated cells (most commonly binucleated) are present (1–5). The stroma is predominantly chondroid. Myxoid areas are usually sparse or absent. Distinction of grade 1 chondrosarcoma from enchondroma is often difficult.

Grade 2 chondrosarcomas (intermediate grade) have less chondroid matrix and are correspondingly more cellular (Fig 3). This increased cellularity is particularly prominent at the periphery of tumor lobules, where chondroid matrix may be completely absent and rare mitotic figures may be found (1–12). The chondrocyte nuclei in the center of the lobules are enlarged and either vesicular or hyperchromatic. Binucleated and multinucleated chondrocytes are common. Necrosis ranges from small microscopic foci to completely necrotic lobules. The stroma is frequently myxoid.
Grade 3 chondrosarcomas (high grade) exhibit greater cellularity and nuclear pleomorphism than grade 2 tumors (1–12). Chondroid matrix is sparse or absent, and the small amount of intercellular material present is often myxoid. The neoplastic chondrocytes are frequently arranged in cords and clumps. Individual cells commonly have stellate or markedly irregular shapes. Foci of necrosis are almost invariably seen and are frequently extensive. Nuclei are typically vesicular, are often spindle shaped, and may be five to 10 times larger than normal.

Clear Cell Chondrosarcoma
Clear cell chondrosarcoma is a rare low-grade malignant cartilaginous tumor. At histologic analysis, these lesions reveal numerous cells with abundant clear, vacuolated cytoplasm containing large amounts of glycogen (clear cell chondrocytes) that often lie between heavily calcified trabeculae of cartilage matrix and may superficially resemble bone (Fig 4). Areas of osseous metaplasia may also be prominent, bearing a striking resemblance to osteoblastoma. Unlike conventional chondrosarcoma, clear cell chondrosarcomas frequently contain large areas of hemorrhage and cyst formation. Areas of conventional chondrosarcoma are apparent in approximately 50% of clear cell chondrosarcomas (1–6).

Juxtacortical Chondrosarcoma
At gross pathologic examination, juxtacortical chondrosarcoma arises on the surface of bone and is covered by a fibrous pseudocapsule that is continuous with the underlying periosteum (Fig 5).
Cortical erosion is often present. Although medullary involvement is unusual, it has been reported. These lesions are histologically identical to conventional intramedullary chondrosarcoma with a variable degree of enchondral bone formation (1–7).

**Myxoid Chondrosarcoma**

Myxoid chondrosarcoma is a rare histologic variant of chondrosarcoma that occurs in both bone and soft tissue and is considered an intermediate-grade tumor. These lesions have marked high water content, related to the extensive myxoid stroma and better-differentiated areas of hyaline cartilage (Fig 6). Cellular areas are arranged in cords, resembling chordoma from which they can be difficult to differentiate (Fig 6) (4).

**Mesenchymal Chondrosarcoma**

These high-grade malignant cartilaginous tumors are rare and can originate in either bone or soft tissue. The characteristic histologic feature is a bimorphic pattern. Large components of the tumor are composed of small, uniform, round to spindle-shaped cells, which resemble those of Ewing sarcoma. These cellular areas also demonstrate a perivascular arrangement that results in a hemangiopericytoma-like pattern (Fig 7). However,
their characteristic focal admixed areas of limited or extensive malignant cartilaginous tissue arranged in a lobular pattern allows for accurate pathologic diagnosis (1–7).

**Dedifferentiated Chondrosarcoma**

This cartilaginous malignancy is characterized by conventional low-grade chondrosarcoma with abrupt transition to foci that have dedifferentiated into a higher-grade, more aggressive component. The noncartilaginous component may be either small or extensive and is most frequently malignant fibrous histiocytoma, osteosarcoma, or fibrosarcoma (Fig 8) (1–7). Rhabdomyosarcoma, leiomyosarcoma, and angiosarcoma have also been reported as the dedifferentiated component. The cartilaginous and noncartilaginous components are often adjacent, and the term *collision of two tumors* has been applied to this lesion (1).

### Clinical Characteristics and Imaging Features

**Conventional Intramedullary Chondrosarcoma**

Conventional intramedullary chondrosarcoma is the most common type of primary chondrosarcoma. It has also been referred to as central chondrosarcoma. Patients with conventional chondrosarcoma most commonly present in the 4th to 5th decades of life. There is a male predilection of 1.5–2 to 1. Clinical symptoms are nonspecific, with pain being the most frequent symptom, occurring in at least 95% of patients (2,13). The pain is often insidious, progressive, and worse at night and has been present for months to years before the time of presentation. A palpable soft-tissue mass or fullness has also been described in 28%–82% of patients (1–7,13). Pathologic fractures are also common at initial presentation in 3%–17% of patients with conventional chondrosarcoma (1–17).

The most common skeletal location for conventional chondrosarcoma is the long tubular bones (which are also a common site for solitary enchondroma), accounting for approximately 45% of cases (Figs 9, 10) (1–21). The femur is the single most commonly affected long bone, representing approximately 20%–35% of cases, followed in frequency by the tibia (5%) (1–21). The upper extremity is involved in 10%–20% of cases, with the proximal humerus being the most frequent site (1–21). The axial skeleton is also commonly affected, with the innominate bone (Fig 11) accounting for 25% of cases and the ribs

![Figure 8.](image) **Figure 8.** Photomicrograph (original magnification, ×200; hematoxylin-eosin stain) shows a “collision of two tumors” typical of a dedifferentiated chondrosarcoma, with low-grade chondrosarcoma on the right (C) adjacent to a high-grade fibrosarcoma component on the left (F) with an abrupt transition.

![Figure 9.](image) **Figure 9.** Conventional intramedullary chondrosarcoma of the humerus in a 21-year-old man with shoulder pain. (a) Anteroposterior shoulder radiograph shows a proximal humeral mixed lytic and sclerotic lesion with expansile remodeling. The sclerotic component represents typical chondroid ring-and-arc calcification (white arrows). Lytic focus seen inferolaterally (black arrow) demonstrates deep endosteal scalloping typical of chondrosarcoma. (b) Anterior bone scan shows that the lesion has radionuclide uptake greater than that in the anterior iliac spines. (c) Axial CT scan shows decreased attenuation of the nonmineralized component of the lesion and chondroid mineralization (arrows). (d, e) Axial T1-weighted fat saturation (repetition time msec/echo time msec = 600/20) MR images obtained before (d) and after (e) intravenous administration of gadolinium show signal intensity similar to that of muscle and mild peripheral and septal enhancement (arrows). (f) Coronal T2-weighted (3,000/57) MR image demonstrates lobular growth (large arrow) and a focus of deep endosteal scalloping with cortical penetration (small arrows) laterally. (g) Photograph of the coronally sectioned gross specimen shows a cartilage lesion with lobular growth (large arrow) and cortical destruction laterally (small arrows), identically correlating to imaging features.
Figure 10. Conventional intramedullary chondrosarcoma of the tibia in a 60-year-old man. (a) Anteroposterior and lateral radiographs show an extensive diaphyseal tibial lesion that is predominantly lytic. Areas of chondroid matrix mineralization are seen superiorly (large arrow) and a focus of deep scalloping (small arrows), cortical remodeling, and periosteal reaction (arrowheads) anterolaterally. (b) Anterior bone scan reveals marked radionuclide uptake in the lesion greater than that in the anterior iliac spines. (c) Axial CT scan shows the deep endosteal scalloping, cortical breakthrough, soft-tissue extension (M), and central flocculent calcification (C). The nonmineralized component has low attenuation. (d) Axial gadolinium-enhanced T1-weighted (688/14) MR image with fat saturation reveals mild peripheral enhancement (arrows) with deep endosteal scalloping extending through the cortex with soft-tissue extension (M). (e) Coronal T2-weighted (3,426/60) fat saturation MR image shows lobular growth (arrows), cortical penetration with soft-tissue extension (M), and high signal intensity throughout the lesion. (f) Photograph of the coronally sectioned gross specimen reveals the deep endosteal scalloping (arrows) and soft-tissue extension (M), identically correlating to imaging features.
Figure 11. Conventional intramedullary chondrosarcoma of the acetabulum in a 52-year-old woman with a 2-year history of right hip and leg pain. (a) Anteroposterior hip radiograph shows subtle sclerosis caused by chondroid matrix mineralization and bone destruction of the ilium and iliopectoneal line cortex lesion center at the previous site of the triradiate cartilage (arrows). (b) Axial CT scan reveals an extensive low-attenuation soft-tissue mass (M) about the hip and faint intraosseous matrix mineralization (arrow). (c) Axial gadolinium-enhanced T1-weighted (666/10) MR image with fat saturation demonstrates peripheral and septal enhancement of both the soft-tissue and intraosseous components of the tumor (arrows) with hip joint invasion (arrowhead). (d) Coronal T2-weighted (3,300/102) MR image demonstrates soft-tissue extension (M) and high signal intensity similar to that of the bladder (B). (e) Photograph of the sagittally sectioned gross specimen demonstrates extensive marrow involvement (C), the soft-tissue mass (M), and joint invasion inferiorly (arrow).
8% (Fig 12) (1–3). Other less frequently involved sites are the spine (7% of cases), scapula (5%), and sternum (2%) (1–10). Chondrosarcoma can involve any bone, and rarely affected locations include the craniofacial region (Fig 13), neck (arising from the hyoid as well as laryngeal and tracheal cartilage), forearm, clavicle, sesamoids (including the patella), and the short tubular bones of the hands and feet (1%–4% of all cases) (1–3). Fibular origin has also been reported as rare, but this has not been our experience (7% of long bone lesions) (13). Long tubular bone lesions most commonly involve the metaphysis (49% of cases), followed by the diaphysis (36%) (13). Conventional chondrosarcomas centered in the epiphysis are unusual, accounting for only 16% of cases (13). In contrast, solitary epiphyseal enchondromas are rare. Chondrosarcomas involving the humerus and fibula are almost invariably proximal. Similarly, lesions in the femur and tibia are more common proximally.

Radiographs of conventional chondrosarcoma typically reveal a mixed lytic and sclerotic appearance (Figs 9–12). The sclerotic areas represent chondroid matrix mineralization and are seen in 60%–78% of lesions (Figs 9–12) (1–5,13). The characteristic appearance of mineralized chondroid matrix is a ring-and-arc pattern of calcification (13,22–31). This pattern may coalesce to form a more radiopaque flocculent pattern of calcification. This characteristic chondroid calcification usually allows confident radiologic diagnosis of a cartilaginous lesion and is often the most dominant feature. This radiographic appearance represents the pathologic characteristic of enchondral ossification about the margins of the cartilaginous lobules. Higher-grade chondrosarcomas often contain relatively less extensive areas of matrix mineralization. The radiolucent component usually reveals geographic bone lysis and is multilobulated, directly corresponding to the growth pattern of this hyaline cartilage lesion (Figs 9, 10). More aggressive patterns of bone lysis (moth-eaten and permissive) may be seen with higher-grade conventional chondrosarcomas (grade 3), but they are much more frequently associated with mesenchymal, myxoid, and

---

**Figure 12.** Conventional chondrosarcoma of the rib in a 70-year-old man who presented with a painless anterior chest wall mass. (a) Lateral chest radiograph shows a mass (white arrows) overlying an anterior rib. Faint calcific opacity is seen (black arrow). (b) Axial CT scan demonstrates prominent chondroid matrix mineralization (arrows) to much better advantage and involvement of the costosternal junction. (c) Photograph of the axially sectioned gross specimen reveals the lesion clearly arising from the anterior rib and costal junction (R, arrows) and the lobular growth architecture (C) typical of hyaline cartilage neoplasms.
Figure 13. Craniofacial conventional chondrosarcoma in a 26-year-old man with nasal symptoms. (a) Coronal CT reformatted image reveals a low-attenuation mass (M) replacing nasal bones and displacing the nasal septum with small subtle chondroid matrix mineralization (arrows). (b, c) Sagittal T1-weighted (570/15) MR image obtained without (b) and coronal T1-weighted MR image (570/15) obtained with (c) gadolinium show the low-signal-intensity mass (M) with mild peripheral and septal enhancement (arrows) replacing the area of the cribiform plate in the anterior cranial skull base and extending into the nasal region. Severe sinus disease is seen. (d) Axial T2-weighted fat saturation (2,200/80) MR image shows that the mass (M) erodes the medial wall of the right maxillary sinus and left maxillary sinus with marked high signal intensity similar to that of mucosal thickening and fluid in both sinuses. Matrix mineralization cannot be seen. (e) Photograph of the gross specimen show portions of the cribiform plate superiorly, maxillary sinus, and lobules of cartilage growth (*).
dedifferentiated cell types. Continued growth leads to lobulated endosteal scalloping that eventually produces cortical penetration (57% of long bone lesions on radiographs) and a soft-tissue component (46% of long bone lesions on radiographs) (Figs 9–11) (13). In our experience, the depth of endosteal scalloping at its most prominent focus is the best distinguishing feature between long bone enchondroma and chondrosarcoma (13,22). Endosteal scalloping greater than two-thirds the normal thickness of the long bone cortex is strong evidence of chondrosarcoma (75% of cases on radiographs) versus enchondroma (9% of cases on radiographs) (Figs 9, 10) (13). Extensive, longitudinal, endosteal scalloping in long bone lesions (along greater than two-thirds of lesion length) is also more suggestive of conventional chondrosarcoma than enchondroma, although it is not as distinctive a feature as the depth of scalloping.

Endosteal scalloping reflects lobular lesion growth and an attempt by the intramedullary malignancy to extend to a second compartment. However, because of the relatively slow growth of the lesion, the cortex responds to maintain the tumor in the medullary canal. This attempt to maintain a margin about the chondrosarcoma frequently leads to cortical remodeling, cortical thickening, and periosteal reaction, all of which are uncommonly associated with enchondroma. These findings are most likely to be seen in long bone lesions.

Bone scintigraphy usually reflects the increased physiologic activity of conventional intramedullary chondrosarcoma (13,21,32,33). The majority (82%) of long bone chondrosarcomas reveal marked increased radionuclide uptake compared with that in the anterior iliac crest, in contrast to long bone enchondromas, which show increased radiotracer activity in only 21% of cases (Figs 9, 10) (13). In addition, a heterogeneous pattern of radionuclide uptake is also more common in conventional intramedullary chondrosarcoma (63% of long bone chondrosarcomas versus 30% of enchondromas) (13). Technetium-99m–labeled dimercapto succinic acid (DMSA) radionuclide activity was seen in all cases of chondrosarcoma in a series of cases reported by Kobayashi and colleagues (33). In the future, positron emission tomography may be employed to help distinguish chondrosarcoma from enchondroma (34–36).

CT allows optimal detection and characterization of matrix mineralization, particularly when it is subtle or the lesion is in a complex area of anatomy. Areas of matrix mineralization are demonstrated by CT in 94% of long bone chondrosarcomas (Figs 9–12) (13). Neither the extent nor the presence of matrix mineralization identified on CT scans helps distinguish between long bone enchondroma and chondrosarcoma. The high sensitivity of CT for depiction of matrix mineralization (as compared with radiography) typically shows the matrix mineralization to be throughout the lesion.

Evaluation of endosteal scalloping depth is also aided by the three-dimensional imaging provided by CT compared with two-dimensional radiography (13,22–31,37–40). Long bone chondrosarcomas have focal areas of greater than two-thirds scalloping of the normal cortical thickness in 90% of cases, as opposed to enchondromas, which demonstrate this finding in only 10% of cases on CT scans (Figs 9, 10) (13). The longitudinal extent of endosteal scalloping on CT scans is usually throughout the lesion length in long bone chondrosarcomas (79%), as opposed to a shorter extent with enchondromas (13,21). Lobulated endosteal scalloping causing cortical destruction is common in long bone conventional chondrosarcomas on CT scans (88% of long bone lesions) but rare in enchondroma (8%) (13). Cortical response, including cortical thickening and periosteal reaction, to the chondrosarcoma in an attempt to confine the process to the medullary canal is equally well demonstrated with CT and radiography (30–40).

As expected, identification of soft-tissue extension on CT scans is more frequent than on radiographs. Soft-tissue involvement, which occurs in 59% of long bone chondrosarcomas on CT scans, essentially excludes the possible diagnosis of enchondroma (Figs 9–12) (13). We believe the size of the soft-tissue component may well parallel the histologic characteristics of the lesion, with higher-grade lesions being larger size. The soft-tissue component frequently reveals typical punctate or ring-and-arc matrix mineralization and a lobular growth pattern. The nonmineralized components, both intraosseous and extraosseous,
typically have low attenuation on CT scans, reflecting the high water content of hyaline cartilage (Figs 10c, 13a). CT performed after intravenous administration of contrast material demonstrates mild peripheral rim and septal enhancement. Higher-grade lesions may show higher CT attenuation, similar to that of muscle, and more prominent diffuse or nodular contrast enhancement, caused by increased cellularity and resultant reduced water content.

MR imaging provides the best method for depicting the extent of marrow involvement by conventional intramedullary chondrosarcoma (13,41–48). On T1-weighted MR images, marrow replacement appears as low to intermediate signal intensity. Entrapped areas of preexisting yellow marrow may be seen as small speckled punctate regions of high signal intensity on T1-weighted MR images in long bone intramedullary chondrosarcomas (35% of lesions) but are much less common than in enchondromas (65%) (13). This difference reflects the more aggressive growth of malignant cartilaginous neoplasms. The lobular architecture typical of all hyaline cartilage neoplasms is commonly seen best at the lesion margin (78% of long bone chondrosarcomas on MR images) (Figs 9, 10) (13). The non-mineralized components of chondrosarcoma have high signal intensity on T2-weighted MR images, again a reflection of the high water content of hyaline cartilage (Figs 9–11). The cartilaginous lobules may be surrounded by low-signal-intensity septa. Areas of matrix mineralization are common in intramedullary chondrosarcoma (79% of long bone lesions on MR images) and have low signal intensity with all MR pulse sequences (13). This feature often creates marked heterogeneity on T2-weighted MR images. However, the detection and particularly the characterization of matrix mineralization is superiorly achieved with radiography and CT. Areas of low signal intensity on T2-weighted MR images, although corresponding to matrix mineralization, are nonspecific and have numerous other potential causes, including fibrous tissue with high collagen content and other types of calcification.

Both the depth and extent of endosteal scalloping are well depicted by MR imaging, particularly with proton-density–weighted sequences. CT and MR imaging are superior to radiography in this evaluation because the entire cortical circumference is seen with these cross-sectional imaging modalities, as opposed to the tangential view of a small part of the cortex seen with radiography (13,21,26). The depth of endosteal scalloping seen on MR images is again the more discriminating factor in distinguishing long bone chondrosarcoma from enchondroma. Endosteal scalloping of more than two-thirds of the normal cortical thickness is seen in 85% of long bone intramedullary chondrosarcomas versus only 6% of enchondromas (Figs 9, 10) (13). The extent of endosteal scalloping on MR images is more prominent in long bone intramedullary chondrosarcoma than enchondroma. Endosteal scalloping causing cortical destruction is commonly seen on MR images of long bone intramedullary chondrosarcoma (73% of cases) (Figs 9, 10) (13). The response of bone in an attempt to contain the intramedullary chondrosarcoma in the marrow cavity, as evidenced by cortical remodeling, cortical thickening, and periosteal reaction, is also seen on MR images, although not as clearly as on radiographs or CT scans. Peritumoral edema, which is best seen with water-sensitive MR imaging sequences, has also been reported to suggest conventional intramedullary chondrosarcoma rather than enchondroma (46). As with CT, MR imaging demonstration of soft-tissue extension with mass formation essentially excludes the diagnosis of enchondroma (41–48). MR imaging, primarily because of its superior contrast resolution, is the best radiologic modality with which to identify soft-tissue extension, which is seen in 76% of long bone conventional intramedullary chondrosarcomas (Figs 10, 11) (13). The intrinsic characteristics of the soft-tissue extension on MR images are identical to those of the intraosseous component.

The contrast enhancement pattern of conventional intramedullary chondrosarcoma is typically mild in degree and peripheral and septal in pattern (Figs 9–11). This pattern was initially described by Aoki and colleagues (41). Some researchers, including De Beuckeleer et al (42,43) and Geirnaerdt et al (22,44,45), believe that this pattern of enhancement allows differentiation of intramedullary chondrosarcoma from enchondroma (which has peripheral enhancement only). Similarly, dynamic subtraction MR imaging
with early enhancement has been proposed as a method to distinguish low-grade chondrosarcoma from enchondroma (42–45). However, in our experience, these different patterns of enhancement do not allow reliable distinction between low-grade intramedullary chondrosarcoma and enchondroma (Fig 10d) (13,21). This position is analogous to that of the pathologists, who do not use differences in vascularity as a significant criterion for distinguishing between these lesions (49,50). In our experience, higher-grade lesions appear with larger soft-tissue masses, with somewhat lower signal intensity on T2-weighted images and more prominent diffuse or nodular contrast enhancement on MR images, similar to their appearance on CT scans.

The following subsections describe the characteristics of conventional intramedullary chondrosarcoma in specific anatomic locations.

Pelvis.—In contradistinction to the long bones, in which both enchondroma and chondrosarcoma are frequent, the pelvis is a common site for chondrosarcoma and an extraordinarily rare one for solitary enchondroma (not associated with enchondromatosis) (1–5). Pelvic chondrosarcomas most frequently involve the ilium, with a particular predilection for the area around the previous region of the triradiate cartilage (Fig 11). Pelvic chondrosarcomas are often large lesions at initial evaluation owing to the delay in onset of clinical symptoms (10). Paradoxically, although lesions are large, radiographs may be only subtly abnormal because of the complex anatomy of the pelvis (Fig 11) (10,21). CT or MR imaging invariably demonstrates aggressive features with cortical destruction and a large soft-tissue mass (Fig 11). Areas of matrix mineralization are frequently detected only on CT scans, again because of pelvic anatomic complexity. Hip joint invasion and iliac adenopathy may also occur.

Ribs and Sternum.—The vast majority of solitary lesions (not associated with enchondromatosis) with chondroid matrix mineralization in the ribs and sternum are chondrosarcomas, and solitary enchondromas are extremely rare (51–57), similar to the lesions found in the pelvis. Occasionally, chondrosarcomas in the ribs and sternum may be discovered incidentally at chest radiography. Patients are often somewhat younger than those with conventional chondrosarcomas in other sites (51). Rib lesions usually involve the anterior rib at the costochondral junction and show osseous expansile remodeling with a ring-and-arc pattern of calcification and soft-tissue extension on both radiographs and CT (Fig 12) (51–57). Sternal lesions are more problematic to detect on radiographs owing to the difficulty in imaging the sternum with radiography. CT of sternal chondrosarcomas, similar to that of rib lesions, reveals typical chondroid mineralization and soft-tissue extension (56).

Hands and Feet.—In contradistinction to the pelvis, ribs, and sternum, the hands and feet are rare sites for intramedullary chondrosarcomas, whereas enchondromas are extraordinarily common in these sites (58,59). Enchondromas of the short tubular bones of the hands and feet frequently cause deep endosteal scalloping. Thus, this criterion cannot be used to distinguish enchondroma from chondrosarcoma in the hands or feet as it can in the long bones. The differentiation between benign and malignant cartilage lesions in short tubular bones is very difficult radiologically, unless there is clear evidence of extension through the cortex and an associated soft-tissue mass (58–60).

Vertebral Column.—Chondrosarcoma represents the second most common nonlymphoproliferative primary malignant tumor in the vertebrae of adults, with the most frequent being chordoma (61–65). Solitary enchondromas of the spine are very rare. Neurologic symptoms are apparent in 45% of patients, and men are affected two to four times more frequently than women (61–65). The thoracic spine is most frequently affected. In our experience, the sacrum is a rare site for primary chondrosarcoma. Lesions more commonly originate in the posterior elements of the spine (40% of cases) as opposed to the vertebral bodies (15%) (64). In 45% of cases, both vertebral body and posterior elements are involved at presentation.
(61–65). Radiographs reveal bone destruction with chondroid matrix mineralization in 70% of cases, although, as is typical of lesions in complex anatomic areas, this manifestation is more easily detected with CT (61–65). Vertebral chondrosarcomas commonly have soft-tissue components, and because these lesions are usually low grade, high water content is seen in the nonmineralized areas on CT or MR images. These modalities demonstrate the relationship of the lesion to the spinal canal and its contents as well as surrounding structures. Extension through the intervertebral disc has been reported in approximately 35% of cases, and the adjacent ribs may also be involved (64).

Craniofacial Region.—Craniofacial chondrosarcomas account for 2% of all chondrosarcomas and have a predilection for the skull base (probably related to the fact that this portion of the calvaria is preformed in cartilage) (Fig 13) (66,67). Although only 6% of skull base tumors are chondrosarcomas, benign chondroid tumors of the skull base are rare (68). Therefore, solitary intramedullary cartilaginous tumors at this site, similar to lesions in the pelvis, ribs, sternum, and spine, should always be regarded as malignant. Facial lesions most commonly involve the maxilla and may affect younger patients. Skull base chondrosarcomas involving the clivus may be confused with chordomas (66,67). Chordoma is a more common tumor in the skull base than chondrosarcoma. Differentiation between these two skull base neoplasms is very important because chondrosarcoma has a much better prognosis (66,67). The major clinical distinctions between chordomas and chondrosarcomas of the skull base are patient age and rate of growth. Chordomas tend to occur, on average, in patients a decade older than do chondrosarcomas and grow much more rapidly (68,69). Unfortunately, these distinctions are not true for mesenchymal chondrosarcomas involving the craniofacial region that also grow rapidly. Skull base chondrosarcomas have also been confused with meningiomas and metastases, the latter usually having a much worse prognosis than chondrosarcomas (66–71). Skull base chondrosarcomas are often very large at presentation, compressing the brain stem and invading adjacent areas such as the cavernous sinus (70,71), and are usually low-grade lesions histologically.

In a series of 17 cases, the age range of patients with skull base chondrosarcomas was 14–65 years, with a mean age of 36 years (69). The majority of patients (59%) were between 30 and 44 years of age, and the male-to-female ratio was 2.4:1 (66–70). The majority of these tumors (71%) were located in the petrous apex (69). The second most frequent site was the clivus (12% of cases) (69). The maxilla, orbit, and foramen magnum were each the site of the tumor in one patient (6%) (69).

CT and MR imaging reveal bone destruction and large associated soft-tissue masses that, in our experience, usually contain punctate areas of chondroid mineralization (seen with CT) (Fig 13). Nonmineralized areas show typical high water content on CT and MR images (as previously discussed) (Fig 13). As is true for chondrosarcomas in other regions, MR imaging is optimal for depicting areas of tumor involvement but not subtle matrix mineralization.

In our experience, both CT and MR imaging performed after administration of contrast material show mild peripheral and septal enhancement typical of chondroid lesions, which have been described as variegated or having a “pepper-and-salt” appearance. This appearance corresponds to a lack of perfusion at MR angiography, a feature that helps distinguish these lesions from other more vascular skull base tumors, such as metastases and meningiomas. Similarly, skull base chondrosarcomas appear relatively avascular at digital subtraction angiography (66).

Clear Cell Chondrosarcoma

Clear cell chondrosarcoma is a rare bone neoplasm that constitutes approximately 1%–2% of all chondrosarcomas and 0.2% of all primary bone tumors that lead to biopsy (1–5). Unni et al first described this lesion in 1976 (72) in a report of 16 cases. Patients are most commonly affected in the 3rd to 5th decade of life. Men are affected
Figure 14. Clear cell chondrosarcoma in the left proximal femur of a 30-year-old man with hip pain. 
(a) Anteroposterior hip radiograph demonstrates a lytic lesion of the left proximal femoral metaepiphysis with a medial sclerotic margin (black arrows) and a small area of sclerosis (white arrow) that could represent matrix mineralization. 
(b) Axial CT scan clearly demonstrates central flocculent calcification (white arrow) and sclerotic margin (black arrows).
(c, d) Axial T1-weighted (500/25) (c) and coronal T2-weighted (2,500/90) (d) MR images show marrow replacement (*), which has high signal intensity on the long repetition time image (* in d) and a central area of low signal intensity corresponding to central calcification (arrow). No edema is noted surrounding the lesion. 
(e) Photograph of the coronally sectioned gross specimen shows the medullary lesion with prominent areas of hemorrhage (H).
twice as often as women (1–5). The lesion is slow growing and less aggressive than higher-grade conventional chondrosarcoma, with resultant improvement in prognosis. Symptoms include localized pain and decreased range of motion of the adjacent joint. Pathologic fracture is the cause for initial clinical presentation in approximately 25% of cases (1–4,72). Clear cell chondrosarcoma affects the long tubular bones in 85%–90% of cases, with a particular predilection for the proximal femur (Fig 14) (55%–60%) and proximal humerus (15%–20%) (1–7). Involvement about the knee is seen in 10%–15% of cases (1–5). There is also a marked predilection for epiphyseal involvement, although metaphyseal extension is common (Fig 14). Flat bones are affected in up to 10% of cases (1–5). Polyostotic involvement has been reported, although this manifestation may represent metastatic disease (72).

Radiographs reveal a predominantly lytic lesion with either a narrow or wide zone of transition. Matrix mineralization is not as frequently apparent in clear cell chondrosarcoma (approximately 30% of cases), as compared with conventional chondrosarcoma (1–5,72–76). In up to 20% of cases, a peripheral rind of sclerosis is apparent, a finding that simulates a benign lesion (Fig 14) (1–6). In approximately 30% of cases, mild expansile remodeling of bone may be apparent, particularly in larger lesions, although soft-tissue extension is unusual (<10% of cases) (1–5). Compared with radiography, CT (as it does for other chondroid lesions) can better demonstrate matrix mineralization, cortical destruction, or soft-tissue extension (Fig 14). The nonmineralized areas typically have low attenuation on CT scans.

MR imaging of clear cell chondrosarcoma typically shows homogeneous intermediate signal intensity with T1-weighted sequences and heterogeneous high signal intensity with T2-weighted sequences (Fig 14) (74–76). One author has reported heterogeneous low to intermediate signal intensity on T2-weighted MR images, findings that may correspond to lesions with marked mineralization or osseous metaplasia as can be seen histologically (75). These lesions show heterogeneous enhancement when intravenous gadolinium is used.

Because of the epiphyseal location, clear cell chondrosarcoma can be difficult to distinguish from chondroblastoma, particularly with smaller lesions. Patients with clear cell chondrosarcoma are usually 1 to 2 decades older than those with chondroblastoma (75,77). Imaging features that suggest clear cell chondrosarcoma as opposed to chondroblastoma include a large lesion, lack of surrounding edema, and high signal intensity on T2-weighted MR images. In contrast, the vast majority of chondroblastomas have low to intermediate signal intensity with all MR pulse sequences (in the solid noncystic components) in our experience (75,77).

**Juxtacortical Chondrosarcoma**

Lichtenstein (78) provided the initial description of juxtacortical chondrosarcoma in 1955. The first detailed description of this lesion was a report of seven cases by Schajowicz in 1977 (79). These are rare lesions, accounting for 4% of all chondrosarcomas (1–5). Juxtacortical chondrosarcoma, which arises on the surface of bone, has also been referred to as periosteal and parosteal chondrosarcoma.

Juxtacortical chondrosarcoma most frequently affects adults in the 3rd to 4th decade of life and has a mild male predilection. Clinical signs and symptoms are nonspecific and most commonly are a palpable and painless, slowly growing mass. Lesions are most frequently seen on the surface of long bones, particularly the posterior distal femoral metaphysis or diaphysis. The innominate bone is also often involved, and lesions at this site can be associated with urinary tract symptoms.

Radiographs demonstrate a round to oval lobulated soft-tissue mass on the surface of bone (Fig 15). Typical chondroid matrix mineralization is usually present. In addition, metaplastic ossification is often apparent to a variable extent...
Figure 15. Juxtacortical chondrosarcoma of the fibula in a 37-year-old man who had a painful lump in his right lower leg for 1 year. (a) Anteroposterior radiograph shows a soft-tissue mass with osteoid and chondroid mineralization between the tibia and fibula at the proximal diaphysis and extrinsic erosion of the fibula (arrows). (b) Axial CT scan reveals a mass with prominent mineralized matrix, low attenuation in the nonmineralized portion of the lesion (⋆) typical of cartilaginous neoplasms, and extrinsic erosion of the fibula (arrow) but no involvement of the marrow. (c) Axial T1-weighted (600/12) MR image demonstrates the low-signal-intensity juxtacortical lesion (M) adjacent to the proximal fibular diaphysis with extrinsic erosion (arrow) but no marrow involvement. (d) Sagittal T2-weighted (2,000/80) MR image demonstrates marked high signal intensity in the mass (M) and lobular margins (arrows) (see Fig 5).
and may be a prominent feature (Fig 15). The underlying cortex is frequently thickened with associated saucerization and Codman triangles at the lesion margins (1–3,78–84). Additional periosteal reaction, particularly perpendicular (“hair-on-end”), is absent, as is an osseous stalk of attachment to the cortex (1–3,78–84). As is true for other chondrosarcomas, matrix mineralization is better appreciated on CT scans. Nonmineralized areas show less attenuation than muscle on CT scans (Fig 15b). On MR images, the lesion shows low heterogeneous signal intensity with T1-weighted pulse sequences and heterogeneous high signal intensity with T2-weighted pulse sequences (Fig 15). Use of intravenously administered contrast material with CT or MR imaging often reveals peripheral and septal enhancement. The medullary canal is typically not involved, although extension has been observed on MR images.

Radiologic differential diagnosis primarily includes juxtacortical chondroma, parosteal osteosarcoma, and periosteal osteosarcoma (81,82,85–88). Histologically and radiologically, juxtacortical chondroma is quite similar to juxtacortical chondrosarcoma. Lesion size is often the best differentiating feature, with juxtacortical chondromas being almost invariably smaller (2–3 cm in size range, 2 cm average) than juxtacortical chondrosarcoma (size range, 3–14 cm, 5 cm average) (81,82,85).

Differentiating between juxtacortical chondrosarcoma and periosteal osteosarcoma can be challenging, particularly pathologically, and there has been much confusion in the literature. Periosteal osteosarcoma is characterized by the presence of periosteal reaction perpendicular to the cortex on radiographs, young patient age (10–25 years), diaphyseal location, and a neoplastic osteoblastic component at histologic analysis (86–88). Both lesions contain predominantly chondroblastic tissue histologically. Parosteal osteosarcoma may be radiologically similar to juxtacortical chondrosarcoma and occurs in a similar anatomic location (posterior distal femoral metaphysis) and in patients of similar age distribution (86). However, parosteal osteosarcoma usually has a stalk of attachment to the cortex and extensive osteoid. Little to no chondroid tissue is seen in parosteal osteosarcoma, which allows histologic differentiation between these lesions.

**Myxoid Chondrosarcoma of Bone**

Although myxoid degeneration is a common feature in conventional intramedullary chondrosarcoma, morphologically distinct myxoid chondrosarcoma of bone is not a well-established entity. However, myxoid chondrosarcoma has been reported to represent up to 12% of chondrosarcomas of bone and has also been referred to as chondroid sarcoma (4,89–93). Kilpatrick et al (89) reported the findings in two cases and reviewed the literature in 1997, identifying a total of six cases, including the two they reported. Cytogenetic analysis of myxoid chondrosarcoma of bone has demonstrated a reciprocal translocation between chromosomes 9 and 22, t (9; 22)(q22–31; q11–12) (4,91–94). This translocation has been well demonstrated in extraskeletal myxoid chondrosarcoma and provides evidence of the equivalence of these lesions (91–94).

Although only limited conclusions can be drawn from the small sample of reported cases, affected individuals are typically male adults (mean age, 49 years, with a range of 9–76 years), and half of the reported cases have occurred in the femur (89). Based on this small sample, it also appears that myxoid chondrosarcoma of bone has a more aggressive clinical course than conventional intramedullary chondrosarcoma, with patients commonly developing distant metastases and local recurrence (89). This aggressive behavior contrasts sharply with that of low-grade conventional chondrosarcoma, which rarely metastasizes in the absence of dedifferentiation (16).
The more aggressive clinical behavior is reflected in the radiologic appearance, with reported radiographic features including a permeative pattern of osseous destruction and an associated soft-tissue mass (Fig 16). In our experience, matrix mineralization is frequently apparent on CT scans but not extensive (Fig 16b). CT and MR imaging demonstrate the markedly high water content with low attenuation and very high signal intensity with T2-weighted pulse sequences, respectively (Fig 16). Unlike conventional chondrosarcoma, myxoid chondrosarcoma frequently contains hemorrhage, which appears as areas of high signal intensity with all MR pulse sequences, particularly in the large associated soft-tissue components (Fig 16). Enhancement after intravenous administration of contrast material is often only mild and septal to peripheral in pattern.

Mesenchymal Chondrosarcoma of Bone

Lichtenstein and Bernstein (95) first described mesenchymal chondrosarcoma of bone in 1959. It is an aggressive malignant cartilaginous neoplasm with a strong tendency to metastasize that accounts for 2%–13% of all chondrosarcomas of bone and 5% of all primary bone tumors that lead to biopsy (1–5,95–103). Skeletal lesions represent 25%–70% of mesenchymal chondrosarcomas (1–5,96). In one series, there were almost twice as many skeletal cases (65%) as extraskeletal cases (35%), and 7% of the osseous lesions were multicentric (96). Clinical symptoms are nonspecific and include pain, swelling, and a palpable soft-tissue mass. Men and women are equally affected, most frequently in the 2nd to 4th decade of life (average age, 25 years) (1–5,96).

In contradistinction to conventional chondrosarcomas, mesenchymal lesions most commonly involve the axial skeleton. The craniofacial region is most frequently affected (15%–30% of cases), specifically the mandible and maxilla (1–5,71). Other common sites include the femur (15%–23% of cases), ribs (12%–23%), spine (10%–14%), pelvis (10%–13%), humerus (4%–16%), tibia (4%–6%), and fibula (5%) (1–7,95–103). Although most cases arise in previously normal bone, mesenchymal chondrosarcoma may occur as a secondary lesion associated with preexisting fibrous dysplasia (97).

Imaging plays an important role in the management of mesenchymal chondrosarcoma, which has both similarities to other chondrosarcomas and differences (96–103). Radiographs usually show aggressive bone destruction, with a moth-eaten to permeative pattern and ill-defined periosseous reaction (95–102). The tumor is often very large, with extensive extraosseous components. Areas of characteristic ring-and-arc chondroid calcifications are seen in up to 67% of cases, although they are often not extensive (Fig 17) (4,95–103). Most of these tumors are centered in the medullary bone, but about 6% are surface lesions (96). Pathologic fractures occur infrequently (96).

CT typically shows aggressive bone destruction with a large associated soft-tissue mass and chondroid mineralization, as well as foci of central low attenuation (likely representing necrosis) (Fig 17). The tumors may appear to be heavily calcified on CT scans but more commonly show “finely stippled” calcification (98,102). At CT angiography, the lesions have less immediate enhancement than adjacent vascular structures, but prominent delayed enhancement may be seen (102,103).

MR imaging descriptions of mesenchymal chondrosarcoma are relatively few and often incomplete (98–103). In our experience, mesenchymal chondrosarcomas usually demonstrate nonspecific intrinsic features on MR images with low to intermediate signal intensity with T1-weighted pulse sequences and intermediate signal intensity with T2-weighted pulse sequences (Fig 17). Areas of matrix mineralization are often more difficult to detect on MR images than on CT scans. Mesenchymal chondrosarcoma shows
Figure 16. Myxoid chondrosarcoma of bone in a 50-year-old woman with a gluteal mass. (a) Anteroposterior hip radiograph shows lytic destruction of the greater trochanter with faint sclerosis. (b) Axial CT scan shows aggressive bone destruction, subtle chondroid matrix mineralization in the intraosseous and extraosseous components (arrows), and marked low attenuation of a soft-tissue mass (M). (c) Coronal T1-weighted (500/25) MR image reveals the low-signal-intensity mass (M) arising from the greater trochanter with a hemorrhagic focus superiorly (H). (d) Axial T2-weighted (3,000/80) MR image reveals the marked high signal intensity of the mass (M). Matrix mineralization cannot be seen on the MR images. (e) Photograph of the axially sectioned gross specimen corresponds well with the imaging features, as it demonstrates high-water-content myxoid and cartilaginous nodules (M), hemorrhage (H), and chondroid mineralization (arrows) in the mass extending out of the greater trochanter.
Figure 17. Mesenchymal chondrosarcoma of the acromion in a 30-year-old man with right shoulder pain for 1 year. (a) Anteroposterior shoulder radiograph shows a lesion with expansile remodeling of the acromion and relatively subtle chondroid calcifications (arrows). (b) Axial CT scan reveals abundant chondroid matrix that replaces the acromion. (c–e) Coronal T1-weighted (500/17) MR images before (c) and after (d) intravenous gadolinium administration demonstrate an intraosseous and extraosseous mass (M) with intermediate signal intensity and moderate diffuse enhancement (E). Prominent serpentine vascular structures (arrows) with high flow and feeding vessels (arrows) are seen on the contrast material–enhanced image (d) and the coronal T2-weighted (3,116/16) MR image with fat saturation (e). Lesion shows heterogeneous intermediate signal intensity on the long repetition image. (f) Photograph of the gross specimen also shows the large scapular lesion arising from the acromion with several vascular channels identified (arrows).
a different pattern of contrast enhancement compared with conventional chondrosarcoma on MR images (104). The pattern of enhancement varies from homogeneous to heterogeneous but is often diffuse and lacks the typical cartilaginous septal and peripheral enhancement (Fig 17d). Some lesions demonstrate low-signal-intensity, serpentine, high-flow vessels, a feature not seen in other chondrosarcomas (Fig 17d). The likely cause of these imaging manifestations is the pathologic components, with small cell regions and hemangiopericytoma-like areas intermixed with cartilaginous tissue.

Thus, the diagnosis of mesenchymal chondrosarcoma of bone is suggested by an aggressive osseous lesion with subtle chondroid matrix mineralization and features of intermediate signal intensity on T2-weighted MR images (lower than those of conventional chondrosarcoma), with more dramatic enhancement on CT or MR images than expected with conventional chondrosarcoma.

**Extraskeletal Chondrosarcoma**

Extraskeletal chondrosarcomas are relatively rare neoplasms and are far less common than their intraosseous counterparts, representing approximately 2% of all soft-tissue sarcomas (105–116). The histologic types of lesions that account for extraskeletal chondrosarcoma are myxoid, mesenchymal, and very rarely low grade.

Extraskeletal myxoid chondrosarcoma is the most common histologic type of soft-tissue chondrosarcoma. It is a tumor of adults, with the mean age at presentation being approximately 50 years, although patient ages range from 4 to 92 years (108–113). There is a male predominance in most but not all series (108–113). The lesion is extremely rare in patients younger than 20 years of age (109). The vast majority of lesions arise in the extremities, with the thigh being the single most common location (108,110,113). Most lesions are in the deep soft tissue, but approximately 25%–33% are subcutaneous (Fig 18) (108–113).

Extraskeletal mesenchymal chondrosarcoma typically affects young adults between 15 and 35 years of age, with a female predilection (106,107). Lesions in soft tissue account for 30%–75% of all mesenchymal chondrosarcomas, although osseous sites predominate in most series (106, 107,114–116). Although many of these lesions affect the head and neck (brain, orbit, and meninges), musculoskeletal lesions most commonly involve the lower extremity (particularly the thigh) (97,99,106,107,115,116). Clinical symptoms of both extraskeletal myxoid and mesenchymal chondrosarcomas are nonspecific, with the most common finding being a slowly enlarging painless soft-tissue mass.

Radiographs of these lesions often demonstrate a nonspecific soft-tissue mass. Areas of chondroid matrix mineralization may be apparent, and this finding is much more frequent in mesenchymal chondrosarcoma. In the series by Shapeero et al (99), four of seven lesions (57%) showed chondroid mineralization on radiographs or CT scans. In our experience, matrix mineralization is more frequent than has been described in the literature (Fig 18). Underlying bone erosion or invasion and periosteal reaction are unusual but may be seen.

On CT and MR images, both myxoid and mesenchymal chondrosarcomas have features similar to those described for tumors of these histologic types located in bone. Extraskeletal myxoid chondrosarcoma, reflective of its extremely high water content, appears with low attenuation
Figure 18. Extraskeletal myxoid chondrosarcoma in a 50-year-old woman with a slowly enlarging painless soft-tissue mass of the right gluteus region. (a) Oblique hip radiograph demonstrates a large soft-tissue mass with calcifications. (b) Axial CT scan shows the intramuscular low-attenuation soft-tissue mass (M) of the right gluteus maximus with prominent calcifications (arrows). (c, d) Axial MR images also reveal the large soft-tissue mass (M) that has low signal intensity with T1-weighting (550) (c) and heterogeneous high signal intensity with T2-weighting (3,000) (d) without depiction of the calcification. (e) Photograph of the axially sectioned gross specimen reveals the soft-tissue myxoid chondrosarcoma with central necrosis (*).
on CT scans and very high signal intensity on T2-weighted MR images, with only mild peripheral to septal enhancement after contrast material administration (Fig 18). Extraskeletal mesenchymal chondrosarcoma, which has lower water content caused by the intermixture of small cells and more limited cartilaginous tissue, has attenuation similar to that of muscle on CT scans and typically has intermediate signal intensity on T2-weighted MR images. Areas of necrosis may be seen, appearing as areas of high signal intensity on T2-weighted MR images. MR images obtained after intravenous administration of contrast material reveal prominent, diffuse but heterogeneous enhancement, and in our experience, serpentine high-flow vessels may be seen, findings that are related to the hemangiopericytoma-like areas identified histologically with extraskeletal mesenchymal chondrosarcoma.

**Dedifferentiated Chondrosarcoma**

Dahlin and Beabout (117) originally described dedifferentiated chondrosarcoma in 1971, and the lesion has also been referred to as spindle cell chondrosarcoma. Most series agree that dedifferentiated chondrosarcomas constitute approximately 9%–10% of all chondrosarcomas and represent 1%–2% of all primary bone tumors that lead to biopsy (1–5). Mirra (2) suggests that dedifferentiation occurs in 10%–20% of conventional chondrosarcomas.

At least three mechanisms for the origin of dedifferentiated chondrosarcoma have been hypothesized. The most frequent theory is that the high-grade noncartilaginous component arises in a longstanding lower-grade chondrosarcoma. A second hypothesis is that the noncartilaginous sarcoma results from malignant transformation in an inflamed fibrous pseudocapsule of a lower-grade chondrosarcoma. Finally, the third theory is the possibility that malignant cell lines arise simultaneously in a chondrosarcoma with differing ability to differentiate (117–123).

Patients with dedifferentiated chondrosarcoma are older than those with conventional lesions; they are usually between 50 and 70 years old, with an average age of approximately 60 years (117–123). Men and women are affected equally. Patients present most frequently with pain (85% of cases), followed by pathologic fracture (31%) and soft-tissue mass (29%) (117–120).

The majority of lesions occur centrally in the medullary bone, although there are reports of dedifferentiation in juxtacortical chondrosarcoma. Sites of involvement parallel those of conventional intramedullary chondrosarcoma, with common locations including the femur (35% of cases), pelvis (29%), humerus (16%), scapula (6%), rib (6%), and tibia (5%) (1–5,117–123).

Imaging findings vary, depending on the proportion of conventional chondrosarcoma that has transformed to a noncartilaginous high-grade malignancy. When the proportion of high-grade lesion is small, the lesion may appear identical to a low-grade chondrosarcoma with an elongated multilobulated osteolytic lesion, cortical thickening, and endosteal scalloping containing “rings and arcs” of chondroid calcification (Fig 19a). As the high-grade noncartilaginous focus increases in size, there is a progression of aggressive bone lysis and a decrease in matrix mineralization. Associated soft-tissue masses, often large, are almost invariably seen.

CT and MR imaging may reveal two distinct areas with differing intrinsic characteristics. The low-grade conventional chondrosarcomatous elements have the previously described low attenuation on CT scans and very high signal intensity on T2-weighted MR images. The high-grade noncartilaginous component most frequently shows soft-tissue attenuation on CT scans (isoattenuated relative to muscle) and variable signal intensity on T2-weighted MR images ranging from low
to high (although lower in signal intensity than the conventional chondrosarcomatous component) (Fig 19). Images obtained with intravenous contrast material demonstrate typical mild septal and peripheral enhancement in the lower-grade chondrosarcomatous component as opposed to prominent diffuse enhancement in the high-grade noncartilaginous areas. MR imaging is superior to CT in the differentiation between these two tissue types, owing to its improved contrast resolution, and is helpful for directing biopsy in these areas. In our experience, the soft-tissue mass is more likely than the intraosseous component to harbor the high-grade areas of the neoplasm (Fig 19).

Treatment and Prognosis

Conventional Intra-medullary Chondrosarcoma

There is debate over the pathologic and radiologic criteria used to differentiate low-grade chondrosarcoma (grade 1) from active enchondroma. The term low-grade chondrosarcoma generally implies a locally aggressive tumor with limited capacity to metastasize to distant organs. There are two choices for surgical treatment for “low-grade” chondrosarcoma (grade 1) (124–130). The first is intralesional curettage, adjunct chemical or thermal ablation, and cementation or bone grafting of the defect. The second surgical option is wide excision with structural graft or metal reconstruction.

The decision on which form of treatment is most appropriate is complicated by tumor heterogeneity related to intermixture of intermediate- or high-grade neoplasm with low-grade tumor and variation in histopathologic interpretation. Sometimes, biopsy of cartilaginous lesions is only reluctantly performed because of two concerns. The first is failure to recognize higher-grade areas (grades 2–3), as is possible when needle or limited open biopsy is used and when representative tissue from these often large heterogeneous lesions is not obtained. The second concern is the possibility of spreading the often gelatinous tumor tissue along the biopsy tract. However in our opinion and experience, both of these issues can be adequately addressed and thus allow successful biopsy. First, biopsy should always be directed at the more aggressive areas of endosteal scalloping and the soft-tissue components or more diffusely enhancing regions (these areas usually show limited to no matrix mineralization) apparent in the vast majority of chondrosarcomas. These are the areas most likely to harbor higher-grade tumor foci. The spread of tumor along the biopsy tract is theoretically possible, although the prevalence must be exceedingly low and not well documented in the scientific literature (to the best of our knowledge). In addition, the biopsy tract is typically resected with the surgical excision.

Acceptable oncologic and functional results have been observed in patients with grade 1 chondrosarcoma treated with curettage and cryosurgery alone (126,127), because the rate of metastatic disease has been variably reported as nonexistent or very low. However, local recurrence is not unusual if there is inadequate resection.
Large lesions and chondrosarcomas in anatomic locations that do not allow adequate margins or complete excision (such as the spine, craniofacial region, ribs, pelvis) have an obvious increased risk of local recurrence and metastatic disease (10, 128, 129). These local recurrences can ultimately lead to patient demise. In addition, 10% of local recurrences are associated with higher-grade histologic characteristics (1–5).

Most local recurrences become evident in the first 5 years after initial treatment. The decision to perform an intralesional resection for a suspected low-grade chondrosarcoma depends on critical evaluation of preoperative imaging studies (124–130). In patients with grade 1 conventional chondrosarcoma with deep endosteal scalloping, an intact cortical rim, and no soft-tissue mass, we advocate an intralesional procedure. Internal fixation with plates and screws is necessary to prevent pathologic fracture, because of the significant stress riser created when the tumor is adequately removed.

Conventional chondrosarcomas that demonstrate foci of cortical destruction resulting from deep endosteal scalloping (with or without a soft-tissue mass) or those lesions with obvious histologic grade 2 or 3 features in biopsy specimens all require wide local excision to achieve tumor free margins. Aggressive surgical management is necessary to optimize local disease control and reduce the frequency of metastatic spread of disease (128, 129). Indeed, this is reflected in both the rates of local recurrence and distant metastases. Local recurrence is 9.5% when there is adequate initial resection for grades 1 and 2 chondrosarcoma versus 93% when only local marginal excision or curettage is performed (4, 16, 129). The local recurrence rate of grade 3 chondrosarcoma is 47% (4, 16). The reported rate of distant metastases is 10%–50% for grade 2 lesions and 50%–71% for grade 3 lesions (4, 16). Metastases most commonly involve the lung, regional lymph nodes, and liver. These facts emphasize our belief that although the controversy concerning differentiation of grade 1 conventional chondrosarcoma versus enchondroma of long bone continues, the more important distinction is identifying grade 2 or grade 3 chondrosarcomas for purposes of treatment and prognosis implications. In our experience, imaging features allow this differentiation because higher-grade chondrosarcomas (grade 2 or 3) invariably cause cortical destruction and are commonly associated with soft-tissue masses. These findings are in contrast to those associated with symptomatic, intramedullary cartilage tumors of long bones that cause endosteal scalloping of less than two-thirds of the cortex. These latter lesions can be safely followed at 4- to 6-month intervals for 2 years, then annually for up to 5 years. The overall 5-year survival rates for chondrosarcoma are 90%–94% (grade 1), 61%–81% (grade 2), and 43%–44% (grade 3), whereas the 10-year survival rates are 83%–87% (grade 1), 41%–64% (grade 2), and 27%–29% (grade 3) (2–4, 16, 130).

**Clear Cell Chondrosarcoma**

Clear cell chondrosarcoma, although a low-grade tumor, is often inadequately treated initially with curettage only because of its epiphyseal location. This location suggests the diagnosis of chondroblastoma, and malignancy is often not suspected. This form of therapy invariably leads to recurrence, whereas adequate aggressive initial surgical resection with joint arthroplasty is usually curative. The diagnosis must be clinically suspected before biopsy is performed to avoid joint contamination. Overall recurrence rate is 16%, and approximately 15% of patients die of the disease. Metastases to the lung, brain, and bones have been reported (1–5, 72).

**Juxtacortical Chondrosarcoma**

Treatment of juxtacortical chondrosarcoma is wide surgical resection. Local recurrence and metastatic disease have been reported, but the prevalence is low, even with higher-grade lesions (2–4, 80). Dedifferentiation has been reported and is associated with an ominous prognosis (84, 131).
**Myxoid Chondrosarcoma**

Both extraskeletal and intraosseous myxoid chondrosarcomas can be considered intermediate-grade tumors, with initial wide local resection being the treatment of choice. The most frequent metastatic sites are the lungs and regional lymph nodes. Metastases may occur after a long delay. Patients with intraosseous lesions have a 5-year survival rate of 60%, which decreases to 20% at 25 years (4). Patients with extraskeletal myxoid chondrosarcoma have an estimated survival rate of 90% at 5 years, 70%–78% at 10 years, and 60% at 15 years (106–108). Factors that adversely affect the prognosis of patients with extraskeletal lesions include pleomorphism, high mitotic activity, proximal location of the lesion, older patient age, large tumor size, and metastases at presentation (106,107). High cellularity as a prognostic factor is controversial (107).

**Mesenchymal Chondrosarcoma**

Mesenchymal chondrosarcomas, both extraskeletal and intraosseous, are high-grade aggressive tumors that require wide local excision when possible. Local recurrence is common, as are metastases, which involve the lung, regional lymph nodes, and bone. Patients with intraosseous lesions have a 5-year survival rate of 42% and a 10-year survival rate of 28% (1–5,96). Patients with extraskeletal mesenchymal chondrosarcoma have an estimated survival rate of 55% at 5 years and 27% at 10 years (96,106,107).

**Dedifferentiated Chondrosarcoma**

Dedifferentiated chondrosarcoma is a highly lethal malignancy, despite adequate aggressive initial wide surgical resection or even amputation. Unfortunately, metastases occur early; are frequent; and commonly involve the lungs, lymph nodes, and viscera (1–5,117,118,132). It is the poorly differentiated component that metastasizes. The prognosis is dismal, with an estimated 5-year survival rate of less than 10%–25% (1–5,117,118,132). Most patients die within 2 years, and the median survival is less than 1 year.

**Chemotherapy and Radiation Therapy**

Chemotherapy and radiation therapy have limited roles in the overall treatment of chondrosarcoma (133,134). This is particularly true for conventional chondrosarcomas because these neoplasms are not generally considered to be significantly sensitive to these treatments. Radiation therapy may be employed for higher-grade conventional chondrosarcomas (grade 2 and 3) that are incompletely excised or in locations that are surgically inaccessible, such as the skull base (1–5). However, in patients with more aggressive chondrosarcomas such as mesenchymal and dedifferentiated lesions, both of these neoadjuvant therapies are often used to control local disease and to decrease the risk of metastases. Chemotherapy has also been used to treat clear cell chondrosarcoma (72–77). Radiation therapy (6,000 cGy) has been employed to treat extraskeletal myxoid chondrosarcoma, which is resistant to chemotherapy (106,107,133). Chemotherapy is generally given before definitive surgical resection, and follow-up imaging (usually MR imaging) is used to assess tumor response. The chemotherapeutic regimens are similar to those used for osteosarcoma and include methotrexate, adriamycin, cis-platinum, and ifosfamide. Experimental work on the effect of fluoroquinolones on malignant cartilage lesions has been encouraging in vitro, although potential clinical efficacy has not been demonstrated (134).

**Conclusions**

Primary chondrosarcoma is the third most common primary malignant tumor of bone, representing 20%–27% of primary malignant osseous neoplasms. Its radiologic manifestations have a wide spectrum of appearances. We have reviewed, illustrated, and correlated the radiologic and pathologic features of the various types of primary chondrosarcoma, including conventional intramedullary, clear cell, juxtacortical, myxoid, mesenchymal, extraskeletal, and dedifferentiated.
Although the pathologic appearance varies with specific lesion type, chondrosarcomas grow with lobular type architecture, and these hyaline cartilage nodules demonstrate high water content and peripheral enchondral ossification. The radiographic appearances of these lesions reflect these pathologic features and are often characteristic, with typical ring-and-arc chondroid matrix mineralization (representing the enchondral ossification) and aggressive features of deep endosteal scalloping and soft-tissue extension. CT optimally depicts the matrix mineralization, particularly when it is subtle or in lesions located in complex anatomic areas. CT and MR imaging depict the high water content seen in conventional, juxtacortical, and myxoid chondrosarcomas as low attenuation and very high signal intensity with T2-weighted pulse sequences, respectively. High-grade chondrosarcomas such as mesenchymal and dedifferentiated lesions often contain areas of matrix mineralization that suggest a chondroid neoplasm on radiographs but also show aggressive patterns of bone destruction and large associated soft-tissue masses. Additional features on CT and MR images of soft-tissue attenuation, intermediate signal intensity with T2-weighted pulse sequences, and more prominent and diffuse contrast enhancement frequently suggest these more aggressive types of chondrosarcoma. Understanding and recognizing the spectrum of appearances of the various types of primary chondrosarcoma allow improved patient assessment and are vital for optimal clinical management, including diagnosis, biopsy, staging, treatment, and expectations for prognosis.
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